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ABSTRACT  
The advertising exertions in social networks is developing each year. Meanwhile their presence in the late 1990s Social Network Web Sites were measured as a uniform gathering. The main separation factors were the quantity of clients and the measure of traffic went through the site. This paper classifies the existing web sites into four major categories: Broadcast Social Networks, Content Social Networks, Pure Social Network Sites and Grouped Social Networks. It establishes the potential outcomes of advertising in every one of these groups and additionally the inconveniences of utilizing the sites of the specific group for the advertising purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The moderateness and the wide spreading of the Internet ended up one of the principle explanations behind appearance of an extensive number of the Social Networking websites. The straightforward entry to these web sites created enthusiasm to the potential outcomes of the advertising in these web sites.

According to the Digital Market Outlook by Statista, Social media’s part of the overall advertising market continues developing. It was justified regardless of some US $43.78 billion out of 2017 and represented approximately 18 per cent of the aggregate digital advertising market. The US advert is by a wide margin the greatest on the planet, having created some $21 billion. That is 22 per cent offer of the aggregate US digital advertising market.

A few patterns and proportionate pieces of the overall industry are probably going to win and create in an anticipated way. One thing most outlookers are almost certain of is that the digital promotion market will within a reasonable time-frame hint at no immersion. As per the Digital Market Outlook by Statista, the aggregate overall digital advertisement income in 2017 is probably going to remain at more than $227 billion. This figure could increment by in excess of 46 percent to $332 billion of every four years.

Some contend that social media advertising will probably become unevenly quicker than the rest and may wind up taking a greater offer than preservationist estimates predict. In any case, from the present vantage point it is by all accounts a safe bet search advertisement will, therefore, turn into a reasonable substitution to a mail list. The broadcast network thus be ‘tweeted’ to the huge number of clients. The broadcast system thus acquire its capacity to uncover the substance as photographs and film clips, giving likewise a plausibility to remark on this substance. In view of the gave rundown and depictions of different social system web sites we can make the accompanying classification of the SNS composes:

Broadcast Social Networks: for example, Twitter or LiveJournal enable clients of these systems to distribute the substance, which might be of interests to various endorsers and devotees of this system. Twitter does not have prompt input on the distributed messages. So as to have two-path correspondence on this system the clients must subscribe in each other's substance.

Content Social Network: for example, Flickr, YouTube, and so on offer their clients the likelihood to uncover the substance as photographs and film clips, giving likewise a plausibility to remark on this substance distributed by a specific supplier puts these sites into similar classifications with web journals and social networking sites.

Pure Social Network Sites: for example, Facebook, VKontakte, and so forth., which encourage the correspondence between the individuals from the site, interfacing them into a system.

Grouped Social Network Sites: for example, LinkedIn, Ravelry, and so on., which interface clients in light of their pre-set or past affiliations to an organization or a circle. These sites can total individuals in view of their side interests, careers and specialties

3. ADVERTISING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
Each one of the portrayed sorts of the social networks is designed for its own method of setting trade. The mode and the substance of advertising ought to reflect the motivation behind the system, its socioeconomic and the mode in which this content is conveyed.

- ADVERTISING ON BROADCAST NETWORKS
Broadcast systems or micro-blogging websites, for example, Twitter can’t fill in as an essential advertising channel. The proprietor of the item and additionally brand won't have the capacity to track the adequacy of the brand related messages. Broadly known brands are trailed by an extensive number of supporters. The proprietor of the substance messages, who is fascinated just in the input to their own content, should acquire it by utilizing different channels of correspondence.

If Broadcast Social Networks are seen just as a vehicle for broadcasting the advertising messages they are of little use to the proprietors of an item or a brand. In any case, these systems might be utilized for broadcasting the messages, which don't require an immediate feedback. The messages of the new product features and additional updates, the messages associated with the item reviews, can be ‘tweeted’ to the huge number of clients. The broadcast network thus subsequently turns into a reasonable substitution to a mail list.
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• **ADVERTISING ON CONTENT SOCIAL NETWORKS**

Numerous marketing experts don't consider the Content Web Sites as advertising settings. They would utilize the advertising space gave by the proprietors of the site and point of confinement all marketing efforts to utilizing this component. Regardless of being genuinely static these web sites have a few profitable alternatives, the utilization of which give additional chances for marketing. The primary video-content website – YouTube is firmly combined with Google internet searcher. This gives the proprietors of the brand, the posting the videos on YouTube extra brand exposure.

One of the eminent cases of brand promotion on YouTube is an exertion by Headwater Wool to promote the brand, called "Russian Knitting". The makers of the arrangement of videos set different visual hints to guidelines, which included totally extraordinary knitting components, associated together by the brand name as it were. The endorsers of the content get the data about the components of the 'Russian Knitting Style' and reinforce their consciousness of the brand.

• **ADVERTISING IN PURE SOCIAL NETWORKS**

Pure Social Networks, for example, Facebook pulled in the most research. As indicated by (Chapell, 2011) the primary socioeconomics of Facebook are 18-45-year-old males. Facebook offers broad profile where clients can give data about their interests, leisure activities, affiliations, and so forth. (Holzner, 2009) states that advertising on Facebook must begin from making a brief and dependable profile. In any case, this information must be taken with a genuine measure of alert. Facebook does not require from its individuals to have just a single profile subsequently the quantity of genuine clients with the genuine purchasing force can be substantially less than the quantity of the clients reported by the site proprietors.

• **ADVERTISING ON GROUPED SOCIAL NETWORKS**

Grouped web sites are not targeted as intensely as the Pure Social Network sites. These sites have clients, which are grouped by their expert and diversion alliance. This reality underscores that the clients of the Grouped Sites are more learned in the subject, which arranges them.

Grouped Web Sites offer one critical favourable position over advertising in alternate kinds of social systems. The advertising of the items to substantially more learned and uniform shopper aggregate yields significantly quicker outcomes. Then again, a similar gathering of clients is considerably more prone to dismiss the items in the event that they sometimes fail short for their requirements of are thought to be of second rate quality. More modest number of clients in these sites makes them a weaker advertising target. Individuals from Grouped Web Sites trade the data on the quality as well as on the cost of the item. Following the model, depicted in (Potts, Cunningham, Hartley, and Ormerod, 2008) they shape an ideal market for the inventive business.

4. CONCLUSION

Social Network Sites furnish the promoting proficient with the chance to convey non-advertising messages about the item. These messages may fill in as a device of reinforcing brand awareness. The product makers can utilize these messages to give extra data about the item includes consequently making add-on an incentive for the product. In spite of their accessibility and moderateness Social network sites can’t be utilized as the sole advertising system for any item. Any marketing or advertising effort for an item or administration must consider other advertising channels. The qualities of social networking sites transform into their limitations when the item does not fit the socioeconomics of Social Network Sites. The wealth of data posted on the Internet makes any web advertising effort much slower as the item
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